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Abstract 

 

This paper discusses Super Contra Harmonic mean 

labeling pattern on wheel  related graphs like a 

Gear graph Gn, Helm graph Hn, Closed helm graph 

CHn  and on some disconnected graphs. 
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Introduction 

Super mean labeling concept were introduced by 

P.Jayanthi and D.Ramya[2] . With reference to  

[3,5,6] we  have introduced Super Contra 

Harmonic mean labeling of graphs.Agraph  G with 

p vertices and q edges is called a Super Contra 

Harmonic meangraph if the vertices x∈ V is labeled 

with 1,2,…,p+q so that each edge e = uv is 

labeledwithf(e) = ⌈
(𝑓(𝑢)2+𝑓(𝑣)2

𝑓(𝑢)+𝑓(𝑣)
⌉ or ⌊

(𝑓(𝑢)2+𝑓(𝑣)2

𝑓(𝑢)+𝑓(𝑣)
⌋, 

then {f(V(G))}{f(E(G))} ={1,2,3,…,p+q}. In this 

case f is called a Super Contra Harmonic mean 

labeling. We have referred to Gallian. J.A  [1] for 

detailed survey of graph labeling. For standard 

terminology and notation we refer to Bondy and 

Murthy[7] . Also we have referred to Harary [8]. 

Results 

Theorem 2.1Any Gear graph Gn, where n≥ 3  

allows Super Contra Harmonic mean labeling . 

Proof:  Let v0be  the central vertex  of the Gn, n≥
3. Let the other vertices be 

v0,v1,v2,…,vn;w1,w2,…,wn . 

Let the vertices and edges of the  Gear graph Gn , 

n≥ 3 be labeled  as: 

 f(v0)=1,   f(vi)=5i-2, for i =1,2,…,n ,  

f(wi)=5i,  for i =1,2,…,n-1,   f(wn)=5n+1 

f(v0vi)= 5i-3 , for i =1,2,…,n 

f(viwi)=5i-1, for i =1,2,…,n-1,   f(vnwn)=5n; 

f(wivi+1) = 5i+1, for i =1,2,…,n-1, f(wnv1) = 5n-1. 

Here, the vertices and the edges are all distinct and  

 

 

satisfy the condition of our definition. Hence G is a  

Super Contra Harmonic mean graph. The Contra 

Harmonic meanlabeling of G6 is shown in figure.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.1 

Theorem 2.2A helm graph, Hn where n≥ 3 allows 

Super Contra Harmonic mean labeling. 

Proof: Consider a helm graphHn n≥ 3with vertices 

v0,v1,v2,…,vn ,w1,w2,…,wn where v0 is  the centre 

vertex.The vertices are labeledas:f(v0)=1,   f(vi)=5i-

2, for  i =1,2,…,n-1, f(vn) = 5n-1 

f(wi)=5i , for i =1,2,…,n-1, f(wn)=5n+1. 

Then according to the definition 1.1 the edges get 

labels as 

f(v0vi)= 5i-3 , for i =1,2,…,n-1, f(v0vn)= 5n-2, 

f(vivi+1)= 5i+1, for i =1,2,…,n-1, f(vnv1)= 5n-3,  

f(viwi)=5i-1, for i =1,2,…,n-1, f(vnwn)=5n 

The vertices and the edges get distinct labels, hence 

Hn is a  Super Contra Harmonic mean graph for n 

≥ 3.The vertex and edge labeling of H6 are shown 

in figure.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure .2 
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Theorem 2.3A closed helm graph CHn,where n≥

5 allows Super Contra Harmonic meanlabeling. 

Proof: Consider closed helm graph CHn,n≥ 5. Let 

the vertices of CHn be u0,u1,u2,…,un and     

w1,w2,…,wn . By definition 1.1 the vertices and 

edges gets label as: 

f(u0)=1, f(u1)= 3,f(ui)= 6i-4, for i =2,…,n-1 

f(un) = 6n+1,f(wi)=6i-1 , for i =1,2,…,n-2 

f(wn-1)=6(n-1), f(wn)=6n-3 

f(u0u1)= 2 ,f(u0ui)= 6i-5, for i =2,…,n-1, f(u0un)= 6n 

f(uiui+1)= 6i,for i =1,2,…,n-2, f(un-1un)= 6(n-1)+2, 

f(unu1)= 6n-2, f(uiwi)= 6i-2 ,for  i =1,2,…,n-1, 

f(unwn)= 6n-1 f(wiwi+1) = 6i +3, for i =1,2,…,n-2  

f(wn-1wn) = 6(n-1) +1,  f(wnw1) = 6n – 7. 

Thus, the vertices and edges of the graph G 

is{1,2,…,p+q} which forms  a  Super Contra 

Harmonic mean graph. The above labeling pattern 

is verified in Figure.3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.3 

Theorem 2.4 A Ladder allows Super Contra 

Harmonic mean labeling . 

Proof: Consider a ladder graph Ln with vertices  

a1,a2,…,an and b1,b2,…,bn .Let the vertices  of  the 

graph Ln be labeled as f(a1)= 1, f(a2)= 3, f(a3)=10, 

f(ai)=5i-4, for i = 4,…,n, 

f(b1)  = 5 , f(bi) =5i-2 , for i = 2,…,n,   

Then the edges get labels as: 

f(a1a2)= 2 ,f(aiai+1)=5i-1, for i = 2,…,n-1,   

f(b1b2)=6 , f(b2b3)=12 ,f(bibi+1)=5i , for i = 3,…,n-1,   

f(a1b1)=4,f(a2b2)=7, f(a3b3)=11 ,f(aibi)=5i-3 , 

fori = 4,…,n. Here, the vertices and the edges gets 

distinct labels. Hence G is a SuperContraHarmonic 

mean graph.Figure.4 illustrates the labeling pattern. 

 

Theorem 2.5Ln  K1 admits Super Contra 

Harmonic mean labeling. 

Proof:  Let the vertices ofLnbe a1, a2 ,…,an and 

b1,b2,…,bn}. Let ci and di be the vertices of K1  

joined to Ln.By definition 1.1 the vertices and 

edges get labels 

f(c1)=1,f(c2)=8, f(ci)=9i-9,  for i = 3,…,n  

 f(a1)=3,   f(a2)=11,   f(ai)=9i-6 , for i = 3,…,n    

f(bi)=9i-4, for i = 1,…,n ; f(di)=9i-2,for i = 1,…,n.  

f(c1a1)= 2 , f(ciai)=9i-8 , for i = 2,…,5 

f(ciai)=9i-7,for i = 6,…,n  

f(aibi)=9i-5 , for i = 1,…,n   

f(bidi)=9i-3,for i = 1,…,n   

f(a1a2)= 9 , f(aiai+1) = 9i-1, for i = 2,…,n-1   

f(b1b2) = 12 ,f(bibi+1) = 9i+2,for i = 2,…,4,  

f(bibi+1) = 9i+1, for i = 5,…,n-1. 

Clearly, the union of vertices and the edges gets 

distinct labels. The labeling pattern is  shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

P2XP5 

 

L7 K1 

Figure .4 

Theorem2.6Cn  K1,3  admits Super Contra 

Harmonic  mean labeling for all n≥ 3. 

Proof : Let G= Cn  K1,3  be a graph obtained from 

a cycle Cn with ui vertices and vi, wi, ti be the 

vertices joined to ui, for i = 1,…,n.  

The vertices of G arelabeled as:  

f(u1)=1, f(ui)=8i-5, for i = 2,…,n-1, f(un)=8n 

f(v1)  = 3 ,  f(v2)  = 8 ,  f(vi) =8i-7, for i = 3,…,n-1  

f(vn) =8n-8 ,f(wi)  = 8i-3 , for i = 1,…,n-1 , 

f(wn) =8n-7 ,f(xi)  = 8i-1 , for i = 1,…,n-1,  

f(xn) =8n-6.The edges labels of C6 K1,3  are 

illustrated in the figure.5. 

 

 

 

 

  Figure .5 

Theorem 2.7(Cm  K1,3) ∪ (Pn K1,3) admits 

Super Contra Harmonic  mean labeling. 
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Proof :Consider two distinct graphs(Cm  K1,3) 

and (Pn K1,3).  Let the vertices  

of Cm K1,3 be ui, vi ,wi, ti , for i = 1,…,m 

respectively. Let Pn K1,3 be  a graph with vertices 

si , xi , yizi for i = 1,…,n  . Let G = (Cm  K1,3) ∪
(Pn K1,3) 

The vertices of G are labeled as: 

f(u1)=1, f(ui)=8i-5, for i =2,…,m-1 , f(um)=8m 

f(v1)  = 3 ,  f(v2)  = 8 ,  f(vi) =8i-7 , for i = 3,…,m-1  

f(vm) =8m-8 

f(wi)  = 8i-3 , for i = 1,…,m-1 ,  f(wm) =8m-7  

f(ti)  = 8i-1 , for i = 1,…,m-1 ,  f(tm) =8m-6  

f(si)  = 8m+8i-5 , for i =  1,…,n   

f(xi)  = 8m+8i-7 , for i = 1,…,n  , f(yi)  = 8m+8i-3 , 

for i = 1,…,n, f(zi)  = 8m+8i-1 , for i = 1,…,n   

The edge labels of (C6  K1,3) ∪ (P4K1,3) are 

illustrated in figure.6 . The vertices and the edges 

satisfy the required condition. Hence the union of 

two distinct graphs are Super Contra Harmonic  

mean graph. 

 

 

Figure .6 

Theorem 2.8((Cm  K1) K1,2) ∪ ( (Pn K1)

K1,2) is a Super Contra Harmonic mean graph. 

Proof 

 Let G = ((Cm  K1) K1,2) ∪ ( (Pn K1) K1,2), 

Let the vertices of ((Cm  K1) K1,2)  be ui, vi, wi, 

xi,  for 1im respectively. And  let the vertices of 

( (Pn K1) K1,2) be a ri,si,ti,zi for1in 

respectively. 

The vertices of G are labeled as: 

f(u1)=1, f(u2)=9, f(ui)=8i-1, for i = 3,…,m   

f(v1)=3, f(v2)=11, f(vi)=8i-6, for i = 3,…,m   

f(w1)=5, f(w2)=13, f(wi)=8i-8, for i = 3,…,m   

f(x1)=7, f(x2)=15, f(xi)=8i-2, for i = 3,…,m-1, 

f(xm)=8m  

f(r1)=8m+ 1, f(ri)=8m+8i-8,for i = 2,3,…,n 

f(s1)=8m-3,  f(si)=, 8m+8i-2 , for i = 2,3,…,n 

f(t1)=8m+ 3 ,f(ti)=8m+8i-6, for i = 2,3,…,n 

f(z1)=8m+5, f(zi)=8m+8i-1, for i = 2,3,…,n 

The edges are labeled as in definition 1.1.The graph 

G satisfies the required conditions for a Super 

Contra Harmonic mean labeling. Hence the 

disconnected graph G is a Super Contra Harmonic 

mean graph. The labeling pattern of  

((C6  K1) K1,2) ∪ ( (P5 K1) K1,2) is shown in 

figure.7   

 

 

 

    Figure .7 
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